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9 which have been simultaneously and independently advocated both in the philos-

10 ophy of mind and in the philosophy of biology. It focuses on Extend Mind Theory
11 (EMT) and Developmental Systems Theory (DST). It shows first that the two
12 theories vindicate a parallel extension of received views, the former concerning
13 extending cognition beyond the brain, the latter concerned with extending evolution
14 and development beyond the genes. It also shows that both arguments rely on the
15 demonstration of causal parities, which have been undermined by the classical
16 received view. Then I question whether the argument that there is an illegitimate
17 inference from parities or coupling to constitution claims, which has been objected
18 by Adams and Aizawa in The bounds of cognition, (2008) to EMT, also holds
19 against DST. To this aim, I consider two defenses against DST that are parallel to
20 two defenses against EMT, one about intrinsic content, the other about the differ-
21 ence between what’s in principle possible and what happens in practice. I conclude
22 by claiming that the weaknesses and strengths of both theories are different
23 regarding these two kinds of objections.
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30 It is striking how recent views in philosophy of mind as well as in philosophy of
31 biology advocate the label ‘‘extended X’’: in the former field, you find the ‘‘extended
32 mind’’ thesis, the extended cognition theory (Clark and Chalmers 1998, Clark 2009,
33 Menary 2010); in the latter one meets the ‘‘extended phenotype’’ by Dawkins, the
34 ‘‘extended organism’’ (Turner 2001), the ‘‘extended replicator’’ (Sterelny et al.
35 1996), and more generally many biologists have recently advocated a new
36 evolutionary framework they call ‘‘extended evolutionary synthesis’’ (e.g. Pigliucci
37 and Müller 2011)—then, somewhere in the middle you find ‘‘extended life’’ (Di
38 Paolo 2009). Rob Wilson has indeed a pair of books that pursues ‘‘extended X’’ in
39 both biology and the philosophy of mind (Wilson 2004, 2005). It is therefore
40 interesting to examine this similarity, in order to consider whether there is indeed
41 some common philosophical project that pervades both fields. This paper formulates
42 such a question by focusing on some specific theories in both fields, namely
43 Extended Mind Theory (EMT) and the Developmental Systems Theory (DST).
44 The coupled categories of externalism and internalism have been often used to
45 describe the positions in biology as well as in cognitive science, especially after
46 Godfrey-Smith (1996). These categories are often appealed to when authors want to
47 situate themselves within the range of possible views (and concerning mind,
48 externalism comes in two versions, as a narrow or semantic one, like Putnam’s
49 externalism—and as a stronger or cognitive one that the EMT will instantiate).
50 Therefore I will use such categories in order to sketch similarities and differences
51 between theories. My aim is twofold: to investigate the parallelisms between some
52 recent alternative theories in the areas of mind and of life sciences; to ask whether they
53 may face for this reason similar objections, and which resources they possess to answer.
54 The outline is the following: ‘‘Externalism, Internalism and Extensions in Life
55 and Mind‘‘ section identifies and classifies externalism, internalism and extensions
56 in life and mind; ‘‘DST, EMT and Causal Parities’’ section focuses on DST, and
57 compares its causal parity argument to the arguments from EMT; ‘‘The Critiques:
58 Coupling-Constitution Fallacy in DST and Mind’’ section assesses the objections
59 faced by DST, shows the parallelism with objections faced by EMT, and asks
60 whether DST can fare better than EMT regarding these objections.

61 Externalism, Internalism and Extensions in Life and Mind

62 The Extended Mind Thesis: Externalism, Internalism in Mind

63 The extended mind thesis has been formulated in many ways and encompasses
64 several variations (for a systematic survey and evaluation see Shapiro 2010).
65 Roughly stated, it consists in claiming that cognitive systems are constituted by the
66 brain in addition to whatever is involved in a cognitive operation, for example
67 notebooks, computers, etc. Suppose that I know some phone numbers of friends.
68 When I want to call them, I find them in my memory, and dial. Now, in many cases, I
69 do not remember phone numbers, because they are recorded in my cell phone;
70 therefore I just have to press a key, and the phone dials the correct number. My
71 memory, which is instantiated by my brain, and the computer memory of the iPhone,
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72 are identical regarding my cognitive operation of dialing. Contemporary life
73 provides numerous examples that illustrate the same thing: think of facts we learn at
74 school, such as names of past sovereigns, of battles, dates and authors of famous
75 books. We may store them in our memories, and be able to recall them when needed
76 (sometimes with difficulty, sometimes in vain); and we may also check Wikipedia
77 and instantaneously get the relevant information (provided we have convenient web
78 access). These examples show two things: sometimes, cognitive operations are
79 conducted entirely in the head and sometimes with a surrogate outside the head such
80 as iPhones computers, notebooks etc; often, a complete cognitive process will
81 involve both kinds of things, brain and some artifact devices. If we leave aside any
82 metaphysical theory saying that the brain and the stuff out there like computers and
83 phones are of a wholly different ontological nature, then it is not obvious that
84 accessing something that is stored in my brain, and accessing something stored on the
85 internet, are two intrinsically different operations. Moreover, in a simple description
86 like the one I gave, they look the same, are part of the same process, and realize the
87 same cognitive system. One could say that the accessing of information, in both
88 cases, is part of a general process of, for example, knowing, inquiring, answering
89 questions, which takes place indifferently inside the brain or extended outside toward
90 these auxiliaries represented by the iPhone or the internet to which I access through
91 the computer. The Extended Mind thesis consists in taking seriously examples like
92 this, without applying general theories about mind and cognition, and then drawing
93 consequences on the basis of such descriptions. These consequences are that, in
94 general, cognition as a process, and mind as a system, extends beyond the brain.
95 Mind is not located in the brain, it is, so to say, scattered across the brain and all these
96 artifacts through which daily we access to, process and create information.

97 In Biology, the DST Thesis

98 In the philosophy of biology, the Developmental Systems Theory (DST) initiated by
99 Oyama (1985), Oyama et al. (2001) and named and defended by Griffiths and Gray

100 (1994, 2001) elaborates a systematic critique of gene-centrism, and more generally,
101 of the dominant view in evolutionary biology, which says that evolution is the
102 change in gene frequencies, and that genes are, if not the units of selection (e.g.
103 Dawkins 1982, advocating ‘‘the gene’s eye view of evolution’’), at least the main
104 locus of the evolutionary process, since they are the substrates of inheritance. For
105 DST, what is actively changing in evolution by natural selection is not genes, but
106 what they call ‘‘developmental systems’’, which include organisms in development
107 and all their developmental resources.
108 Those claims have to be understood against the received view, called the Modern
109 Synthesis (MS), namely the synthesis of Darwin’s theory of natural selection, and
110 Mendelian theory of inheritance, which has been elaborated in the 30 s by
111 population geneticists such as Haldane, Fisher and Sewall Wright, and then was
112 generalized to other evolutionary disciplines such as systematic, ecology, paleon-
113 tology, biogeography, etc. (Mayr and Provine 1980; Gayon 1998).
114 It is hard to exactly determine what the Modern Synthesis was given that it was
115 actually not so synthetic (e.g. Depew 2011) and since the views on the essence of
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116 this conception differ among the protagonists of the Synthesis such as Theodosius
117 Dobzhansky, Ernst Mayr or George Simpson. However, if we consider the usual
118 practice of evolutionary biologists, and the way the challengers of such received
119 view tend to present things, the core commitments of this theoretical framework are
120 the following:

121 • Adaptation and diversity are explained by evolution by natural selection (and
122 genetic drift, which is a kind of stochastic error term regarding selection); both
123 act on populations of genes and genotypes;
124 • Population genetics explains and models how natural selection drives evolution;
125 • Heritability and variation of traits bearing on reproductive chances are the
126 conditions of natural selection (Lewontin 1971).‘‘Fitness’’ measures those
127 reproductive chances of traits; but inheritance (transmission of discrete traits
128 between generation) is not development (how the zygote becomes an adult
129 within a generation), which does not matter in evolutionary changes.

130 To sketch the contrast between the MS and the DST, think of the classical
131 example of industrial melanism. Two kinds of moths, dark and white, existed, but
132 the white moths were more prevalent: when lying on trees, the dark moths were
133 more likely to be eaten by birds because they were more visible. However, with the
134 advances of industry and pollution, trees became darker, and so the selective
135 pressures were inverted, and the darker moths increased in frequency until they
136 dominated the population. The classical MS view would say that two alleles
137 conditioning color were competing, and that with industrial pollution, the Allele for
138 dark color got a selective advantage, hence it increased in frequency. So on the MS
139 view, evolution is the change in relative frequencies of these two alleles. The DST
140 view would insist that genes are nothing without the cell machinery which allows
141 them to replicate. This machinery in turn depends upon the whole organisms and
142 their ecological habits—especially, habits of flying and then resting on trunks
143 (rather than, let’s say, leaves or ferns). This machinery and these habits being
144 inherited depend as well on the presence of the individual trees and the forest as a
145 whole. All these resources are involved in a ‘‘life cycle’’ of the organism from the
146 zygote up to the reproductive stages, reproducing with variations the elements
147 necessary for reinitializing a life cycle. Therefore, the development supposes a
148 developmental system: ‘‘The ‘developmental system’ is the whole matrix of
149 resources that interacts to reconstruct that life cycle.’’ (Griffiths and Gray 1994) So
150 what we have with the two types of moth are two different developmental systems,
151 differing not only on one allele, but on all features that enter into reliably
152 reproducing, at each generation, the behavior. Evolution is the spreading of the
153 developmental systems instantiated by the dark moths.
154 This difference implies that some recent cases where genetic inheritance is in fact
155 not occurring, and that are puzzling for the MS, are not radically challenging for the
156 DST. Recently it has been shown that, in mice, given a wild type allele for ‘‘normal’’
157 maternal care and a mutant allele (genotypes AA and Aa), if maternal care was actually
158 disturbed when mutant mothers raise their offspring, the wild type (AA genotype)
159 daughters of these (Aa genotype) mothers (hence mice that are genotypically normal
160 for parental care) would display decreased parental care (Curley et al. 2008). For the
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161 MS this is challenging because all the AA mice should be considered identical in their
162 evolutionary role, since they are genetically identical (Danchin et al. 2011). But for the
163 DST, this case is not different in kind from the usual cases: genes, as well as maternal
164 attitudes, are the developmental resources that determine the reproduction with
165 modification of a life cycle at the next generation. So not only does DST see cases of
166 evolution differently than MS, but two cases different in kind for MS will be
167 homogeneous for the DST, i.e. they can enter in the same theoretical framework. It is
168 similar to the Extended mind theory (EMT) in the sense that, while computing in my
169 mind and using a computer can be two different cognitive things for the usual view of
170 the mind, they are the same process (computation) for the EMT.
171 To this extent, DST can appear as an extended theory of evolution. In this sense,
172 it may be the most radical among a set of recent theories that have been criticizing
173 MS, and called for, precisely, an ‘‘extended theory’’ of evolution. These critiques
174 have been raised against the MS framework, pinpointing the insufficiency of
175 population genetics to capture all evolutionary mechanisms, because of its core
176 assumptions regarding the little role of development compared to inheritance, or the
177 randomness of variations. Yet there is no standard version of an ‘‘extended
178 synthesis’’ theory: it is rather a set of theories that concern development or ecology
179 in their relations with evolution. An important thread in this quest for an extended
180 evolutionary theory is the vindication of a role for organisms within evolution,
181 whereas the MS is phrased in terms of environment and gene pools (Bateson 2005),
182 even if this vindication has several distinct meanings. These critiques of MS, with
183 their insistence on the role of organisms, can be divided into two branches according
184 to their target (Huneman 2010). MS claims that ‘the traits of organisms are
185 explained by the action of natural selection adapting alleles in a population of genes
186 to their environments’: critiques may therefore target either evolutionary external-
187 ism—namely the fact that traits of organisms are explained by the environment via
188 natural selection (Godfrey-Smith 1996)—or gene-centrism.1

189 Externalism and Internalism in Biology and Philosophy of Mind: Situating DST
190 and EMT

191 So at first sight the extended mind theory (EMT) extends the mind towards what is
192 quite external to what was previously thought as the mind, i.e. what’s ‘‘in the head’’.
193 Therefore it may help to characterize its thesis by contrasting it with other theses in
194 terms of externalism and internalism. The history of positions in cognitive sciences

1FL01 1 Against evolutionary externalism, one would say that the environment is not the whole story about the
1FL02 causation of traits and organisms. Notably, there are commonalities across lineages, families or clades,
1FL03 e.g. the structure of tetrapod limbs in vertebrates (Caroll 2008). MS biologists would say that this is just a
1FL04 question of common descent. Yet another explanation could be that there is a mechanism that is shared
1FL05 across all species involved, and that produces this trait during development as its only possible outcome
1FL06 (Müller and Newman 2005; Caroll 2008). Against gene-centrism, some biologists have claimed that even
1FL07 if change in gene frequencies go with evolution, it is not a cause of evolution, and therefore causes have
1FL08 to be sought elsewhere, especially at the level of organisms and their developmental processes. For
1FL09 instance, it has been claimed that the ability of organisms to change their phenotype for coping with
1FL10 environmental change, namely plasticity, has a leading role in evolution, so that gene frequencies merely
1FL11 follow and reflect such a process (West-Eberhard 2003).
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195 since the 60s can usefully be framed in this way, and Clark and Chalmers (1998)
196 give us indications in this sense.
197 The first, classical position, which was shared by the cognitive scientists from the
198 50s to 60s with their commitment to the analogy between computers and minds—
199 and hence a sort of functionalism and sometimes to the idea of some mentalese
200 language—was a kind of internalism. Cognition and meaning were in the head.
201 Then came a first brand of externalism: externalizing the meaning. This is the thesis
202 defended by Putnam and Kripke independently, with arguments such as the Twin
203 Earth thought experiment (Putnam 1975) or later Kripke’s idea of rigid designator
204 (Kripke 1972). The meaning, then, was no longer ‘‘in the head’’, because the whole
205 content of a brain, taken without its environment, was unable to determine the
206 meaning of the propositions thought. This semantic externalism could be called a
207 narrow externalism (according to Clark and Chalmers (1998)), in the sense that it
208 gives up the internality of semantics and cognition, but retains the internality of
209 cognitive processes. To this extent, the EMT thesis can be seen as a strong
210 externalism: now, the cognitive systems and processes2 are outside the head, spread
211 out in the external world, possibly in others’ brains too (Wolfe 2010). ‘‘But if
212 internal relations can qualify as vehicles, why not external relations? Given a
213 continuous complex dynamic system of reciprocal causal relations between
214 organism and environment, what in principle stops the spread? The idea that
215 vehicles might go external takes the notion of distributed processing to its logical
216 extreme.’’ (Hurley 1998).
217 Concerning DST, the notion of externalism is less easy to articulate because the
218 meaning of ‘externalism’ and ‘internalism’ in biology is twofold; failure to
219 acknowledge this ambiguity leads to misunderstandings. Changes in the biological
220 world actually have two dimensions: evolution (which takes place in populations of
221 individuals for many generations) and development (which takes place in one
222 organism for one generation). These mostly occur often on different timescales.
223 Genes have a causal role in these two dimensions: they condition development,
224 since they control the making of proteins and the regulation of this process; they are
225 a substrate for inheritance and therefore they are involved crucially in evolutionary
226 change. The MS has therefore to be characterized twice, along these two
227 dimensions: regarding evolution, as said, it is clearly externalist; but regarding
228 development, it is mostly internalist, because it takes genes as causes for
229 phenotypes. The pervasive metaphor of genetic program (used in e.g. Mayr
230 1961), is the clearest example of internalism: development is reading a set of
231 information within the organism.
232 About the evolutionary externalism proper to MS, a rebuttal would develop the
233 idea that organisms indeed codetermine their environment. First, there is a narrow
234 constructivism, which highlights the fact that the environment of an organism is
235 reciprocally determined by this organism, because its own constitution and
236 physiology determine what is and is not a selective pressure. For example, in a
237 single ecosystem carnivores will not be a selective pressure for trees, but they will

2FL01 2 Concerning the ambiguity between cognitive systems and cognitive processes in the ET thesis see
2FL02 Adams and Aizawa (2008, 107).
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238 represent one for mice, because mice are meat and trees are not. It could be called
239 ‘‘ontological constructivism’’ since this relation of codetermination does not involve
240 a physical process but only a correlation between what things are. Second, there is
241 also a strong constructivism, which involves physical processes of transformation,
242 like the earthworms which, by rejecting water and liquids in their environment,
243 modify the pH of the soil where they live—or beavers or spiders which greatly
244 change their environment and their conspecifics’ and other species’ environments
245 by building structures such as dams or webs. This construction feeds back into
246 natural selection, since the selective pressures are modified directly by the
247 organisms here: this is what the niche-construction theory (Odling-Smee Laland and
248 Feldman 2003) claims. Such gradation of constructivism is noteworthy: it displays
249 an inverse symmetry to the philosophy of mind, since in the latter we started from
250 internalism and go to strong externalism via narrow externalism whereas in the
251 former we went from evolutionary externalism and go to strong constructivism
252 through narrow constructivism This inversion occurs because the position initially
253 rejected is symmetrical: evolutionary externalism, for biology; internalism, for
254 cognitive science.

255 DST, EMT and Causal Parities

256 Here I will first consider the kind of extensions DST advocates and how it parallels
257 the philosophy of mind. The next section asks whether it faces the same objections.

258 The Claim

259 One essential argument for the extended theses I am considering—EMT and DST—
260 is the ‘‘causal parity thesis’’. For EMT, in the description below we have seen that
261 devices outside the brain like notepads or computers are on a par with brain
262 processes regarding the cognitive process. Therefore, the device and the brain are
263 coupled within the execution of the cognitive task. Such coupling between brain and
264 device entail that the outside devices are constitutive of the cognitive process, and
265 part of a cognitive system. For DST, developmental resources such as learnt
266 behavior, habitat or inherited proteins are on a par with genes. They therefore seem
267 to be both involved in the evolutionary process on the same level, and both
268 constitutive of the ‘‘developmental system’’, which is the evolving agent. Let’s call
269 this the ‘‘causal parity thesis’’ argument.

270 The Causal Parity Thesis

271 What does causal parity mean, respectively in the philosophy of mind and in
272 biology? Concerning mind and cognition, the parity was first manifest in the fact
273 that cognitive processes can be equally made by switching one device for one mind
274 module realized by the brain, e.g. memory. But if an extracranial device does
275 something—for example, storing remembered data—that would be, if operated by
276 the brain, labeled cognitive, there is no true reason that prevents it from being
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277 labeled cognitive. This is the equivalence principle that Clark emphasizes when he
278 talks of causal parity: ‘‘If, as we confront some task, a part of the world functions as
279 a process which, were it done in the head, we would have no hesitation in
280 recognizing as part of the cognitive process, then that part of the world is … part of
281 the cognitive process.’’ (Clark 2005).
282 Then the possibility of the abovementioned switch reveals that a cognitive
283 process can include both brain and extracranial features. In such a case the brain and
284 the extracranial devices are coupled in a cognitive process. This is the parity thesis
285 construed in the sense of coupling, which is different from the equivalence principle
286 just mentioned, but obviously correlated with it: it is because some brain modules
287 and some extracranial devices can be substituted to perform some function, that a
288 chain of brain modules and extracranial devices interacting together could be
289 equivalent to a chain of brain modules doing a cognitive operation, and therefore,
290 that, the extracranial modules are essentially or constitutionally involved in the
291 cognitive process. Moreover, a closer look reveals that almost all empirically known
292 cognitive acts include such extracranial devices: writing, computing, remembering,
293 etc. This is clearly the case in current societies where computers and online
294 technologies intervene in a wide portion of cognitive activities. Scientific
295 arguments, for example, would be impossible to formulate if no statistical
296 processing of data were at some point done by computers. Therefore, the cognitive
297 processes are coupled processes, where extracranial devices play a role equal to the
298 role played by the brain. This means that they are as much constitutive parts of the
299 cognitive systems as the brain.
300 Finally, ignoring minor differences in detail from the EMT literature,3 parity
301 means that the brain and extra-brain devices (like computers, etc.) are equal
302 regarding cognitive process, that is, both play a comparable and complementary role
303 in the cognitive process and therefore that cognitive processes may result from their
304 coupling. The causal parity thesis concludes that mind is not only an affair of the
305 brain, but that cognitive systems extends beyond the brain.
306 The causal parity principle of EMT also seems to function in the case of DST. Its
307 supporters extend the development beyond its usual boundaries on the basis of the
308 same argument as Clark’s equivalence principle about cognition: ‘‘DST extends the
309 ‘developmental program’ beyond the walls of the cell. The characteristics that cause
310 intra-cellular entities to be recognized as an epigenetic inheritance system are
311 shared by many extra-cellular entities. The literature on habitat and host imprinting
312 shows how critical many elements of the traditional ‘environment’ are to
313 development.’’ (Griffiths and Gray 1998, 473). In other words, if some elements
314 within the cell would be said to be an epigenetic system allowing for development,
315 then they are part of the developmental system.
316 However, concerning DST, the causal parity thesis seems more difficult to
317 construe in detail, because of the dual aspect of biological change—development
318 and evolution. In the context of DST, parity has both a developmental and an

3FL01 3 Even if Clark and Chalmers (1998), Clark (1997, 2005), Noe (2004), Wilson (2004), Rowlands (2003),
3FL02 Sutton (2009) or Hurley (2003) do not agree on the consequences and the precise reasons for the thesis,
3FL03 they still defend some version of it.
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319 evolutionary meaning: genes are not a privileged cause of traits in development and
320 they are not privileged factors for the evolution of traits. Often biologists will say
321 that genes ‘‘cause’’ traits. If you consider the role of genes in development, this
322 would ground a developmental internalism centered on genes. Yet, concerning
323 evolution, the causal relationship between genes and traits does not even need to be
324 a specific causal process. The only thing required for evolution to take place is that
325 having the gene makes a difference for having the trait, while the environment is
326 kept constant (Waters 2007). On this basis, given that genes replicate quite faithfully
327 along many generations, they are the locus of evolution. That is, as textbooks say,
328 evolution is the change of allele frequencies in a population.
329 On the face of this, the classical biological idea of ‘‘reaction norm’’ may help to
330 understand the DST’s causal parity thesis regarding development. Granted,
331 everybody agrees that genes are not the producers of traits; they only make a
332 difference regarding them. Indeed, genes may have different phenotypes according
333 to different environments. A gene G can therefore be characterized by a reaction
334 norm (Woltereck 1909; Sarkar 1999), i.e. a function that relates each environment E
335 to the phenotype P of the gene G in this environment E (P = fg (E)). A very simple
336 example is the sex of crocodiles or some fish: with the same chromosomes, below
337 some temperature T the zygote will develop into a male, above T it will develop into
338 a female. If a gene is the producer of the trait, i.e. if the ‘‘genetic determinism’’ is
339 correct, it just means that the reaction norm is flat. This is a very rare circumstance
340 (for instance, the Huntington chorea allele is supposed to be such a deterministic
341 gene), making ‘‘genetic determinism’’ an absurdity.
342 Now suppose that you keep the environment E fixed; you could define the
343 reaction norm of E as the function which associates to each allele G its phenotype in
344 E (P = fe (G)). This would be an inverted reaction norm. So why is the gene’s
345 reaction norm so privileged? ‘‘If all other resources are held constant, a life-cycle
346 can give us information about the genes, but if the genes are held constant, a life-
347 cycle can give us information about whichever resources we decided to let vary’’
348 (Griffiths 2001) (including all environmental resources.) Is there something in the
349 gene, which makes one representation of reaction norms important and the other one
350 evolutionarily irrelevant? The causal parity thesis claims that this is not the case:
351 only tradition or ideology would justify this choice.
352 Thus, the notion of a reaction norm was too gene-centered to be helpful in
353 understanding what is going on in development, since ‘‘environment’’ puts together
354 (in an ‘‘empirically inappropriate lumping’’, Griffiths 2001) everything which is not
355 the gene: intracellular environment of the genome such as membranes and
356 organelles, location, habitat, parental care, etc. A correct understanding should
357 decompose the ‘‘environment’’ term into these components, which all make a
358 difference to what the phenotype will be: air, food, parental care, genes, maternal
359 proteins inherited from the mother, etc., among which none is sufficient and
360 privileged. The very idea of environment, and hence of the organism-environment
361 boundary, is thereby challenged by the DST view, which raises the suspicion of
362 massive holism. ‘‘Perhaps the most radical departure [from the classical evolution-
363 ary theory] is that the separation of organism and environment is called into
364 question’’ (Griffiths and Gray 1994, 300). This claim indicates that DST introduces
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365 challenges similar to those brought up by the EMT: in the former the organism sees
366 its boundaries blurred, whereas in the latter the boundaries of cognition seem to get
367 dissipated in the environment.
368 As to evolution, DST grants that genetic inheritance is requisite for evolution, but
369 for evolution to occur, the reliable reproduction of all these factors necessary for the
370 life cycle to exist is as necessarily required as this genetic inheritance. Thus, genetic
371 inheritance is just a specific case of the general reliability of many developmental
372 resources, cellular or environmental, such as maternal proteins, parental care,
373 specific habitat, etc. ‘‘DST applies the concept of inheritance to any resource that is
374 reliably present in successive generations, and is part of the explanation of why each
375 generation resembles the last.’’ (Griffiths and Gray 2001) Thereby, inheritance has to
376 be understood in terms of several channels, that is, if something enters into the
377 reliable reproduction of a trait, it is an inheritance channel: so is location, or parental
378 care, for example, no less than genes. A parity principle is clearly at stake here
379 concerning inheritance: whatever is used in reliable reproduction is an inheritance
380 channel. Inheritance channels are by nature involved in evolution; not all the
381 developmental resources, though, are evolutionarily relevant. Hence applied to
382 evolution, the causal parity thesis singles out a system which is a subsystem of a set
383 of developmental resources: ‘‘In evolutionary terms the developmental system
384 contains all those features which reliably recur in each generation and which help to
385 reconstruct the normal life cycle of the evolving lineage’’ (which excludes
386 developmental resources that do not reliably occur, i.e. that are purely idiosyncratic).
387 But there is also a second DST thesis about inheritance, besides the plurality of
388 channels: all the channels are intertwined, in the sense that each relies on the others
389 to be effective. For example, in order for genes to be reproduced they require
390 cellular machinery: ‘‘intracellular elements of the developmental matrix are
391 essential for the replication of DNA and are not themselves constructed on the
392 basis of DNA sequences.’’ (Griffiths and Gray 1997 473); parental care, to be
393 effective, supposes some system of similarity of the offspring, provided by (among
394 other factors) the genes. Methylation is an epigenetic inheritance channel, since the
395 binding of a methyl group on a sequence inhibits it, and the methylated states are
396 passed on to the nucleus in daughter cells; however thinking of methylation patterns
397 as an inheritance system by itself is misleading, because methylation patterns exist
398 as bound on DNA. It is a gene regulation mechanism: ‘‘genes and methylation
399 patterns are separate developmental resources, but they are elements of one
400 developmental system’’ (Griffiths 2001).
401 Given this idea of inheritance, what is evolving is the life-cycle itself: ‘‘the
402 fundamental unit that undergoes natural selection is neither the individual gene nor
403 the phenotype, but the life cycle generated through the interaction of a developing
404 organism with its environment.’’ (Griffiths and Gray 2004). The insistence on non-
405 separability of channels distinguishes DST from developmental biology or evo-devo
406 works, such as Jablonka and Lamb (2005), or Danchin et al. (2011), which
407 investigate the plurality of channels but do not take a stance on non-separability.
408 DST supports the channels inseparability because ‘‘it keeps the context-dependen-
409 cies always in view, even while tactically dividing heredity into separate component
410 systems for modeling purposes’’ (Griesemer et al. 2005) Nevertheless, this theme
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411 yields the idea of a developmental system and a revolution of biological thinking,
412 whereas otherwise adding inheritance channels would extend the empirical
413 knowledge but not necessarily call for a new theoretical framework.
414 Interestingly, the developmental parity thesis, which emphasizes the fact that
415 genes are not sufficient for development, is not generally controversial: the very
416 idea of a genetic program is often criticized now (Moss 2003) and many biologists
417 are aware that DNA alone, this especially inert molecule, could not do many things
418 if it were not in its environment, cellular (with epigenetic factors such as proteins,
419 enzymes, mRNA, etc.) and extra-cellular (especially, the maternal environment, for
420 mammals). The challenge to gene-centrism is twofold, both from above and from
421 below the gene, so to speak. From above: as I said, the gene as such does not
422 replicate; it can replicate only when it is associated with additional cellular
423 machinery. This point is somehow conceptual, because it develops what is within
424 the idea of being DNA. From below: it is clearly acknowledged that the very
425 concept of a gene as a coding sequence of DNA is not what empirically exists.4 DST
426 uses the two challenges but here we mostly consider the first one.
427 What is more controversial anyway is the evolutionary causal parity thesis:5

428 many biologists think that even if environment matters for development and for
429 determining phenotypes, since genes define heritability they are what counts for
430 evolution, because they are what is involved in any transgenerational process.
431 Saying that the whole set of resources involved in the developmental system is the
432 unit of evolution, hence that ‘‘the process of evolution is the differential
433 reproduction of variant life-cycles’’ (Griffiths and Gray 1997) is then the most
434 challenging aspect of the DST causal parity thesis.

435 Mind and Life: Parallelism

436 As it appears from this examination of the use of parity thesis in philosophy of mind
437 and biology, both theories call for an extension of the core object of their science:
438 for EMT, mind extends beyond the brain; for DST, the locus of evolution extends
439 beyond the genes at the same time as the process of development couples genes
440 organisms and extra-organismal entities. And in both cases, the argument is a causal
441 parity thesis. Clark said: ‘‘the brain is special, but it’s not the whole story’’;

4FL01 4 Some have said that what ‘‘gene’’ means depends upon the field of enquiry and that there is no unified
4FL02 concept of gene (Neumann-Held 1997; Moss 2003), or even that ‘‘transcripts’’ are in real life what best
4FL03 corresponds to the genetic idea of genes (Gingeras 2007)—all this is a recent result of empirical research
4FL04 in molecular biology.

5FL01 5 The double status of their theses is acknowledged by Griffiths and Gray (2001): ‘‘It is uncontroversial to
5FL02 describe all these resources as playing a role in development. But it is highly controversial to say that
5FL03 these same resources are ‘inherited’.’’ Pradeu (2010) offers this gradation consensuality of DST theses
5FL04 about development:
5FL05 1. Factors other than genes are important in development. (Virtually every biologist accepts that).
5FL06 2. Genes do not play a central, not even a privileged role, in development (genes are not controllers of

5FL07 development). (Few biologists accept that).
5FL08 3. Factors which play a role in development are not separate channels, they become causally relevant

5FL09 only by their interaction. (Very few biologists accept that).
5FL10 4. The nature/nurture dichotomy should be got ridden of. (A very small fraction of biologists accept

5FL11 that, even when they start their writings by saying the contrary: Oyama 2000).
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442 changing one word, allows one to summarize the DST position, which makes for a
443 striking parallelism: ‘‘The gene is special, but it is not the whole story.’’6

444 Many further analogies substantiate this claim: both theories emphasize that the
445 process they focus on—cognition, for EMT, evolution and development for DST—
446 relies on a large set of intertwined resources necessary for them to take place. Clark
447 says that there are ‘‘no limits on the kinds of additional resources that can be co-
448 opted as proper parts of an extended cognitive process’’ (Wilson and Clark 2009,
449 71). Similarly, DST theorists emphasize that gravity, water, location, diet, etc. are
450 reliable resources in development and for inheritance, and hence evolution. ‘‘The
451 genes are just one resource that is available to development. There is a fundamental
452 symmetry between the role of the genes and that of maternal cytoplasm, or of
453 childhood exposure to language. The full range of developmental resources
454 represents a complex system that is replicated in development. There is much to be
455 said about the different roles of particular resources. But there is nothing that
456 divides the resources into two fundamental kinds.’’ (Griffiths and Gray 1994).
457 Granted, the fact that DST connects two levels of development and evolution
458 makes it difficult to draw an exact parallel between DST and EMT as extended
459 process theories. However, challenging the role of genes in development and
460 evolution brings DST very close to EMT regarding both aspects. Adams and
461 Aizawa (2008) characterized the strategy familiar to EMT theories as: ‘‘a long
462 description of the causal connections between the brain and environment followed
463 by the move to the view that these causal loops constitute part of the cognitive
464 process.’’ (2008, 96-hereafter AA) Here again, replacing brain by ‘‘genes’’, and
465 ‘‘cognitive’’ by ‘‘evolutionary’’ gives a correct idea of the strategy used by DST. So
466 even if DST is a dual-level theory (i.e. Development and evolution), it seems to
467 obey the same pattern of explanation and reasoning that is employed by EMT
468 thinkers. For this reason, I will now consider whether the same critique that has been
469 addressed to EMT (especially by AA) could apply to DST as well.

470 The Critiques: Coupling-Constitution Fallacy in DST and Mind

471 The Coupling-Constitution Fallacy

472 EMT holds an uncontroversial description of the relations of conditioning between
473 specific instances, intracranial and extracranial. Notebooks, pens, iPhones, are often
474 crucially involved in the cognitive processes concerned: memory, phone calls,
475 telling stories, etc. EMT describes this in terms of coupling: an iPhone and the brain
476 are coupled agents of the process of calling. However, according to AA, EMT
477 supporters go one step further and commit a fallacy: they conceive of a coupling

6FL01 6 On this basis, confusions stemming from an overly simple reading of the labels ‘‘extensions’’ and
6FL02 ‘‘parity’’ should be avoided: in cognitive science, the issue is whether cognitive processes are brain
6FL03 centred, while in the life sciences, the issue is whether genes have ‘‘causal primacy’’. So, in cognitive
6FL04 science, the issue is not whether cognitive processes have causal primacy over environmental processes,
6FL05 and in the life sciences, at least in the cases surveyed in this paper, the issue is not whether genes are
6FL06 found outside the cell or the organism.
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478 (of the right kind) between a cognitive process X and an apparently non-cognitive
479 process Y to warrant the conclusion that the overall X–Y process constitutes a
480 cognitive process.
481 But precisely, coupling and causal parities go hand in hand as seen above: if X
482 and Y are coupled in S for producing O, there is a viewpoint according to which X
483 and Y are on a par as causal factors required by S for doing/producing O. The
484 suspicion therefore is that DST—to the extent that it is grounded on a causal parity
485 thesis—may face the same line of critiques. But in order to defend the view that
486 EMT and DST both commit the fallacy one needs to distinguish between causal
487 factors that are constitutional from those that are not. In what follows we shall show
488 how EMT opponents try to draw the distinction and then spend most of our time
489 showing how DST opponents might do so.

490 Assessing Causal Parities in EMT

491 It is not the case in general that if X and Y are coupled for the production of an
492 outcome of some system S, X or Y are constitutive of S, or X is constitutive of Y.
493 This contains first an equivocation between ‘system’ and ‘process’ (see fn. 2). But
494 leaving aside such equivocation, the generality of the claim is not established. A
495 clear example would be gazelles and lions. A lion eats gazelles; therefore gazelles
496 enter into the continued production of timeslices of lions and the reproduction of
497 lions. Clearly this is not a reason to say that gazelles constitute lions.7 In a more
498 elaborate manner, populations of gazelles and populations of lions are coupled via
499 the Lotka-Volterra equations, governing the rates of prey and predators. These are
500 coupled equations, because the number of gazelles y depends on the number of lions
501 x and x depends on y. These equations are: dx/dt = x (a - by); dy/dt = -y (c -
502 dx), where a, b, c, d are rates of death and births, either in absence or in presence of
503 predators. Those coupled equations describe the system that accounts for the
504 population dynamics of gazelles and lions. However nothing allows one to infer that
505 y, the number of gazelles, is somehow constitutive of anything in the lions.
506 So there is something intuitive in the idea that even if there are many couplings
507 between variables, it does not follow that the things coupled are all constituents of
508 the same process. ‘‘Coupling is not sufficient for constitution, regardless of one’s
509 theory of the bounds of cognition.’’ (AA, 103) This is a strong line of critique
510 against EMT since many attempts of extending cognition beyond its usual
511 boundaries rely on an account of coupled processes involved in producing cognitive
512 states. Even if—for example in a model of cognition as dynamical systems (e.g. van
513 Gelder 1995)—some coupled equations provided an accurate model of cognition,
514 from this one could not draw consequences of constitution. In other words, the
515 dynamical system model of cognition is probably also right that the brain and one’s
516 tools are on a par with causally contributing to, say, behavior or ‘‘cognitive
517 success’’. The internal stuff and the external stuff might be equivalent qua causal,

7FL01 7 Even saying that parts of the gazelles do become parts of the lion, and therefore save a constitutional
7FL02 claim, is mistaking since it’s not the gazelle qua gazelle that enters into the nutrition process of the lion.
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518 but one might also want to know whether the internal and the external constitute the
519 same kinds of causes.
520 In the specific case of EMT, according to AA this inference from causal
521 couplings to constitution does not hold for several reasons. Many of them can be
522 grouped under the heading of the ‘‘mark of the cognitive’’. Among all factors
523 entering into the process of cognition, claim AA, only some of them are by
524 themselves cognitive, and therefore constitutive of cognition. They carry a mark of
525 the cognitive, something that involves some ‘‘non-derived’’ representation or
526 content.
527 There are many philosophical accounts of the difference between derived and
528 non-derived content. On the one hand, consider that thoughts have meaning or are
529 themselves representational, i.e. mental states are said to have content. On the other
530 hand, devices having content or representations that seem meaningful or represen-
531 tational are so only in virtue of their relations to other things likely to have content
532 in the way thoughts or mental states do. To illustrate, written words on paper mean
533 something for someone who knows how to read, whereas the mental state of
534 meaning does not need some other interpreter. But philosophical accounts may
535 differ. For example, one can think that mental states have derived content because
536 brain states evolved by natural selection to be representative of the environmental
537 states, or one can, like Fodor, think in non evolutionary terms, or one can even,
538 contrary to these two positions, have a non naturalistic account. In any case,
539 regardless of the philosophical account, the fact of the difference between derived
540 and non-derived content is acknowledged by many. ‘‘Words are (…) examples of
541 representations that have derived content. ‘‘Cardinal’’ does not naturally refer to
542 cardinals, but does so only because of conventions established within our linguistic
543 practices. On the other hand, our perceptual states, thoughts, and concepts do not
544 derive their meaning through a compact or set of conventions. My thoughts about
545 cardinals do not refer to cardinals because convention dictates that neurons of the
546 sort that realize the thought should refer to cardinals.’’ (Shapiro 2010, 187).
547 Therefore brain states can be said to have semantic content in an intrinsic way,
548 whereas this set of sheets of papers has content only because I chose to write on it,
549 and it has its semantic content only in a derived way. The mark of the cognitive,
550 acceding to AA, is to include non-derived, that is, intrinsic, content.
551 So, in order to say that X is cognitive, or that (assuming in the present context it’s
552 the same) X is part of the mind, one needs something more than X being within the
553 causal process that yields some cognition (even though belonging could be a
554 necessary condition for cognition): one actually needs that X in itself carries non-
555 derived content. ‘‘The reason, we hypothesize, that the causal process that begins in
556 the eye and the causal process that begins in the ear are both cognitive is that they
557 bear the mark of the cognitive. They both involve more or less idiosyncratic kinds of
558 processing on non-derived representations.’’(AA, 127).
559 Cognitive processes may involve subprocesses like computer memories, but not
560 all the subprocesses may be cognitive. And moreover, even though coupling
561 between parts of the environments and parts of the brain can be necessary to build a
562 cognitive system, such as a mind, these couplings do not entail that all parts are
563 constitutive of the mind since the environmental parts may have derived content.
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564 Even though one can witness causal parities in cognitive processes, the mind does
565 not extend.

566 Does DST Face a Parallel Objection?

567 Causal parities by themselves do not seem to ensure extended processes or systems
568 for EMT. Does the causal parity at the core of DST face similar objections? Since
569 causal parity regarding development is rather ‘‘normal science’’, what remains under
570 scrutiny is the value of the causal parity thesis concerning inheritance and therefore
571 evolution. Why should all causal factors be on a par? Why should their
572 entanglement, or in other words the non-separability of inheritance channels, lead
573 one to think that the unit of evolution is the whole developmental system? I will
574 consider successively two objections, in order to check whether causal parity and
575 coupling claims about inheritance actually support constitution claims about the
576 nature of evolution.

577 Information

578 The classical reason for focusing on genes in evolution is that they are supposed to
579 be the substrate of inheritance. Against this, DST has empirical arguments about the
580 fact that other kinds of inheritance (e.g. Jablonka and Lamb 2005; Jablonka and Raz
581 2009; Tal et al. 2010, Danchin et al. 2011) have been documented, and conceptual
582 arguments according to which all inheritance channels are intertwined.
583 To some extent, the empirical arguments are still under consideration; I will turn
584 to them below. There is however an objection to DST which could hold even if
585 multiple inheritance channels are documented, namely, that genes carry informa-
586 tion. Information talk has been pervasive in genetics since the beginning, and
587 reinforced by molecular biology. Speaking of codes, instruction, programs, is
588 pervasive. So the answer to causal parity could be: ‘there are many causes of
589 development, and many intertwined causes of inheritance, but only genes carry
590 information, which is what counts in evolution’ (therefore the couplings will not
591 entail any constitution claims.) This information, as being constant across material
592 change, is what is reliable in the genes: it remains whereas organisms do not stay, so
593 the long-lasting status of genes may rest on their informational nature.
594 Notwithstanding the huge literature about information (e.g. Godfrey-Smith 2000;
595 Sarkar 1996; Griffiths 2001, etc.) this objection seems to mirror, on the part of the
596 DST, the defense against extended cognition that we have just seen, i.e. the
597 involvement of a mark of the cognitive defined by non-derived intrinsic content.
598 According to this defense, among all the causes of cognition, there is a difference
599 that singularizes some components: the fact that they are per se about something
600 else. And clearly, if genes carry information, the same status can be ascribed to
601 them: they are per se about something else, and even if from a causal viewpoint they
602 are on a par with other causes of development and inheritance (and then of
603 evolution), from the viewpoint of semantics they are not. However this is just a
604 parallelism of structure between life and mind: nothing in one argument logically
605 entails the validity of the other (because DNA information, if any, is not intrinsic
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606 semantic content). I will turn now to two specific gene-informationist objections (a,
607 b) and their replies.

608 (a) The natural selection argument

609 In what sense could genes be information carriers? ‘‘Natural information’’, which
610 is defined by natural necessary covariation (smoke/fire) is insufficient because it is
611 reversible: smoke informs about the fire as well as fire informs about smoke. In the
612 same sense, in the entangled set of resources which makes up inheritance, if genes
613 naturally inform about some trait X, then X and other resources carry information
614 about genes. Therefore informational parity holds here. Hence the gene informa-
615 tionist defense needs another sense than natural information in which genes would
616 be information carriers. ‘‘Semantic information’’, sensu Dretske (1988), defined as a
617 state that has the function to covary with some given range of states of affairs (and
618 hence could misrepresent, since it can always dysfunction) could do the job. And
619 natural selection allows us to define such information, since it determines the
620 function of traits (as what they are selected to do, Neander 1991, Millikan 1984). In
621 an influential attempt to devise the informationist defense of the causal primacy of
622 genes, Maynard-Smith’s (2000) strategy relied on this notion of information.
623 Maynard-Smith arguments start with the parallel between genetic algorithms in
624 computer science, and evolution by natural selection in biology. A genetic algorithm
625 has evolved to fulfill the task the designer intended to have done; in the same way, a
626 sequence of DNA has been selected-for because it synthesizes a protein that fulfills
627 some environmental demand. Thus, in the same way as the algorithm informs us
628 about the programmer’s intention, the DNA sequence carries information about this
629 demand, and hence about the function of the trait (according to the etiological
630 theory of functions). Hence, even if many components are required in order to
631 ontogenetically produce the trait, genes are what count evolutionarily since they
632 carry the information about what traits ought to do, because they have been selected
633 to do this.
634 Such an argument however faces major issues. The first one is the assumption
635 that natural selection acts on genes: one could answer that the gene-informationist
636 begs the question because she has to assume something about the units of selection
637 and the levels of selection, whereas it is part of what is at stake here. If more than
638 DNA is inherited, and enters into the shaping of the trait under selection, all these
639 elements will be ascribed information according to the argument (a). The second
640 issue is that one must say, in this perspective, that genes which are not here because
641 of selection but because of random genetic drift (or of some other non selective
642 process) do not carry any information. This is too weak to show that (all) genes are
643 in principle specific regarding other causes of traits in an evolutionary context. I turn
644 now to a different argument, that argue in favor of genes as information carriers on
645 the basis of the consideration of their genetic code.

646 (b) The code argument.

647 DNA sequences have a correspondence to amino-acids governed by an arbitrary
648 code (each triplet of nucleotides in a DNA codes for an amino-acid in a protein), so
649 the correspondence is mediated by an interpretative system, hence the DNA/proteins
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650 covariation is, unlike the smoke/fire necessary covariation, mediated by some
651 convention: thereby DNA fulfills the criteria of ‘‘semantic information’’.8 The
652 difference between aguments (a) and (b) is manifest when considering the strands of
653 non-coding or junk-DNA (‘‘introns’’): they are clearly not informative according to
654 (a), but, since they can be read according to the code, they should carry information
655 according to (b). And moreover the selective history of a sequence of DNA is not at
656 all relevant to its meaning in the genetic code (Griffiths 2001).
657 Evolution by natural selection explains the production, diffusion and transfor-
658 mation of traits in a population. Therefore, if one wants to use a gene-informationist
659 view to debunk the causal parity thesis about evolution—which is the justification
660 for DST -, then the informations in the genes have to be about these traits
661 themselves. Yet, even if one agrees that genes, as DNA sequences readable through
662 the code, carry information, it is not easy to decide what information occurs (e.g., is
663 it information about the traits?). Defense (a) indeed sees information in genes as
664 information about the traits, but it is quite controversial and question-begging.
665 Defense (b), on the other hand, establishes that there is some information in the
666 genes, but it does not specify about what, as I will show now.
667 Granted, genes are informationally related to amino acids. Can we say that they
668 inform about the traits? First, the fact of the reaction norm opposes the idea that a
669 gene gives the instruction for making a trait, since this would require a flat reaction
670 norm. The only thing that can be said is that in a portion of the environment, the
671 gene would code for such a trait; this requires that the reaction norm is not too
672 rugged, so that a portion of environment can be singled out where the gene indeed is
673 correlated with the trait. Yet, saying this is even too much. Reaction norms register a
674 correlation: in environment E gene G correlates with trait t, in environment E’ it
675 correlates with trait t’. Yet, what turns this gene into t or t’ is not only the external
676 environment, but a complex set of interactions between DNA, RNA, and other
677 epigenetic factors, which in the end regulate the activity of the DNA sequence of G.
678 For example, in E the genome will be triggered by some enzymes activated by
679 environmental cues e to inhibit to some level the expression of G, and in the same
680 time methylate such and such portions of the genome which will therefore produce a
681 product Y likely to be associated to P produced by G, resulting in the phenotypic
682 trait t. Whereas in E’ other cues e’ will trigger other enzymes which will result in
683 another activation state of the genome, with increased production of P by G,
684 associated with inhibition of the parts of the genome producing Y, and activation of
685 Y’ and Y’’ which will in the end combine with P and activate a specific behavior t’
686 (Fig. 1). This illustrates why in development, ‘‘the effect of all factors are context-
687 dependent’’ (Griffiths and Knight 1998, 257), including the effect of the genes. The
688 connection between the DNA sequence (G, in the example) and the amino-acids
689 (P) sequence is robust, but the connection between this sequence and the phenotypic
690 trait is just a small part of a wide web of signaling, activation and repression

8FL01 8 Maynard-Smith (2000) seems to conflate both arguments: teleosemantic identification of gene functions
8FL02 on the one hand, and acknowledgement that DNA informs in a way which is not natural information
8FL03 because it’s mediated by a code, on the other hand. I separate the two arguments here.
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691 interactions, which involve the whole genome and cell: it is hard to conceive of it as
692 an informational relation.
693 A weaker thesis could be that the gene informs about the protein. Yet this is
694 hardly enough because the protein is not the phenotypic trait, which will be
695 scrutinized by natural selection: ‘‘there is a genetic code by which the sequence of
696 DNA bases in the coding regions of a gene corresponds to the sequence of amino
697 acids in the primary structure of one or more proteins. The rest of ‘information talk’
698 in biology is no more than a picturesque way to talk about correlation and
699 causation.’’ (Griffiths 2001) Especially, given the fact that transducing and
700 translating DNA into proteins require environmental resources, it is hard to say
701 that DNA alone is informational: only interactions make DNA (or other instances)
702 information (Oyama 1985—the ‘‘ontogeny of information’’). Therefore one cannot
703 claim that the gene is special for the reason that it carries this specific information
704 that is relevant to evolution by natural selection.
705 And if one looks at the details of the empirical content of biology, things are even
706 worse for the informational defense. First, even if the gene G informs about the
707 protein P, as I have assumed above, what is encoded in the gene is the amino-acids
708 sequence: the set of molecules corresponding to the chain of triplets. Yet a two-
709 dimensional sequence can give rise to several three-dimensional proteins according
710 to the torsions and folding of the strings of amino acids. Those foldings can be very
711 different functionally, because they determine different binding sites for enzymes
712 and other molecules. Therefore they are very different from a functional point of
713 view—and they can be ascribed very different fitness values—, whereas on the other
714 hand several different sequences may fold into the same functional protein (folding
715 for example eventually hides the amino acids which are not in common)

Fig. 1 Gene G, and trait t or t0 to which it correlates in E or E0, via different causal pathways
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716 (Stadler and Stadler 2004). What determines the folding is still under investigation.
717 It involves many determinants in the cell, within and outside the genome, but the
718 fact is that from the viewpoint of the gene, the protein is strongly underdetermined.
719 Therefore the information carried by the gene does not even reach what is
720 functionally relevant, what is likely to be ascribed fitness. The gene-informationism
721 fails to provide a justification of the gene-primacy on an evolutionary plan.
722 Second, even agreeing about genes having informational nature would not settle
723 the case against causal parity. The more we know about epigenetics and the role
724 played by substances like chromatin, which packs the genome, methyl molecules
725 which mark some parts of it, ribosomes, microRNAs etc., the more it appears that
726 other systems can be seen as information carriers. There is also increasing talk of
727 ‘‘histone codes’’, which would be the rules of translation for histones that attach to
728 DNA (Strahl and David Allis 2000). The argument (b) based on the code would
729 conclude, in the case of histones, that they carry information. Therefore genes, as
730 information carriers, are not unique, and the defense of the causal primacy of genes
731 fails.
732 More generally, current research on extended inheritance (Jablonka and Lamb
733 2005, Danchin et al. 2011, ptb) treats transgenerational epigenetic inheritance and
734 cultural (or ecological) inheritance as vectors of information transmission (e.g.:
735 ‘‘Phenotypic variation results from both the genetic and non-genetic information
736 carried by organisms’’, Danchin et al. 2011, 482). So the whole talk of information
737 gets extended as well as the talk of inheritance. Information, which is passed on
738 generation after generation, appears to be made up of several entangled components,
739 namely all these vectors of inheritance. Codes are just a subfield of information, but
740 what is informative intertwines several channels, exactly as the DST says of
741 inheritance channels. The current prospects of the informationist defense seem very
742 weak.
743 Granted, very recently the prospects of an informational view of genes have been
744 enhanced by new concepts of information as defended especially by Nick Shea
745 (2007, 2011, 2012). This view proposes a renovated understanding of teleoseman-
746 tics applied to inheritance. Shea excludes development from the scope of
747 information: ‘‘semantic content comes into view only when we see DNA as
748 carrying messages between generations, rather than sending messages during the
749 course of individual development.’’ (2011). He indicates that information concerns
750 only elements which evolve by natural selection: ‘‘it is in phylogenetic explanations
751 that we should advert to representation in the genome and in other inheritance
752 systems’’ (2007): unlike in (b), the existence of a code is therefore not the only
753 condition for talking of information. Against Griffiths, it makes sense here to talk of
754 the informational content of genes, and pinpoint it among the phenotypes. However,
755 the claim that genes have a causal primacy because they are informational is not
756 available: the same notion of information can also characterize epigenetic states. ‘‘If
757 an epigenetic factor is selected as a result of some phenotypic difference it makes,
758 then the frequency of that factor in the population will increase. At the outset the
759 epigenetic factor will correlate with the phenotypic result it produces. Assuming it
760 arises at random, it will initially carry no information about the external
761 environment. However, as a result of selection it will come to carry information
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762 about the external environment; it will correlate with whatever environmental
763 parameter or parameters are conducive to the phenotypic effect with which it in turn
764 correlates. The same process occurs when a genetic variant is selected.’’ (Shea,
765 2012) Actually, one of the contributions made by Shea, Pen and Uller (Shea 2011)
766 consists in distinguishing precisely ‘‘epigenetic information channels’’, according to
767 whether they rely on selection, or on ‘‘detection’’ (i.e. epigenetic mark determined
768 by the environmental detection done by the parent). Therefore even if inheritance
769 has to be seen as information, this can not be used to argue that genes are
770 evolutionarily special because they are informational.
771 In any case, the increasing awareness of many channels of inheritance triggers
772 two tasks for biologists: (1) formalizing the way they combine in a non-linear
773 manner to provide patterns of inheritance, in a way parallel to the partitioning of
774 phenotypic variance in classical genetics—a genuine extension of it, since the
775 scheme of variance is extended (Fig. 2); (2) finding methods to disentangle the
776 various inheritances: given that the phenotypic aspect of epigenetic or cultural
777 inheritance can easily be taken for a pattern of genetic inheritance, and
778 reciprocally,9 we thereby face the issue of apportioning the weight of various
779 channels in given situations. This current challenge supports a second objection to
780 the extended evolutionary models of DST that I address.

781 In Principle/in Practice Difference

782 The in principle/in practice difference argument (in principle/in practice—IPIP),
783 which is the second defense (analyzed here) against DST, has also been elaborated
784 in philosophy of mind. As Shapiro puts it: ‘‘There is no principled reason that

Fig. 2 The partition of transmission variance (after Danchin et al. 2011)

9FL01 9 ‘‘However, non-genetic inheritance systems often produce patterns of transmission that may be
9FL02 confounded with genetic transmission. Furthermore, the fact that the various inheritance systems form an
9FL03 intricate network of interacting mechanisms makes them notoriously difficult to distinguish from each
9FL04 other.’’ (Danchin et al. 480).
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785 cognition can’t extend beyond the body in the world’’ (Shapiro 2010, 161). But it’s
786 not the case in fact, and that’s why we can do cognitive science with models of the
787 mind that are not extended. ‘‘Might it not be possible, then, that there exist
788 constituents of cognition doing essential work that are outside the brain? Possibility,
789 however, is not enough. (…) The point is that supporters of Constitution {i.e.
790 extended theories} must make a case that cognition actually extends beyond the
791 brain if they are to convince standard cognitive scientists of the need to reconceive
792 their subject matter. For this reason, Clark’s response to the assertion that the brain
793 alone suffices for cognition, depending as it does on probing the possible rather than
794 the actual, will fail to impress those cognitive scientists who see their task as
795 explaining actual cognitive systems rather than merely possible ones.’’ (Shapiro
796 2010, 163).
797 Concerning evolutionary biology, one could then also object that even if many
798 channels of inheritance are entangled to produce the inheritance on which evolution
799 by natural selection relies, the genetic channel, though it has no intrinsic specificity
800 in principle, appears as more informative or more predictive in the long term, in
801 practice, in the best models we have of the phenomena. The IPIP distinction about
802 DST sounds analogous to the case of EMT: there is no reason that channels of
803 inheritance other than the genes could not be as long-lived, as robustly reproduced,
804 etc., as them, so that only whole developmental systems would be the loci of
805 evolution—but in ‘‘actual’’ evolutionary systems it’s not the case. This means that
806 there are possible worlds where the entanglement between all causal factors of
807 development is such that all of them are equally relevant to evolution, but not ours.
808 This may not plainly contradict the causal parity thesis, since its correct construal is
809 not that all developmental factors are ‘‘of equal importance’’, but that differences
810 ‘‘do not justify the metaphysical distinctions built upon them’’ (Griffiths and Knight
811 1998, 254): the objection here consists in emphasizing the issue of relative
812 importance, while granting the metaphysical (‘‘in principle’’) parity DST theorists
813 advocate.
814 The idea is that if you decompose the variance of a trait according to the equation
815 in Fig. 2, the non-genetic variance terms VarNG, which are the sum of the
816 transmitted variance due to factors other than genes (epigenetic, environmental,
817 parental effects), indicate the evolutionary impact of the inheritance channels, even
818 if the action of each of them is context specific and they add non linearly, meaning
819 that the ‘transmission epigenetic variance’, for example, in a given environment,
820 will depend upon the genetic context, whose weight in turn depends upon the
821 epigenetic factors. The important point here is that even the entanglement and
822 context dependence of all factors does not entail in general that the VarNG will be
823 comparable to VarG: this is a wholly empirical issue. The two contributions to
824 variance, the genetic one and the non-genetic one, can be measured, and then
825 compared.10 Thus two kinds of case are possible when we disentangle the net effects
826 on variance of genetic versus non-genetic inheritance channels, whatever their

10FL01 10 Importantly, we consider here the differential contributions to the variance of the trait, because it’s this
10FL02 variance that is evolutionary relevant (selection acts only upon varying trait values). The question here is
10FL03 only about evolution, and not development, i.e. we do not ask about the compared causal force of genetic
10FL04 and non genetic factors onto the genesis of a given trait in a given organism.
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827 degree of entanglement: case 1 (non comparable variances) and case 2 (comparable
828 variances) (see Fig. 3). In case 1, even though the impact of all channels on
829 inheritance should be acknowledged, it is legitimate to focus on genetic inheritance
830 channels rather than other channels, because they would give us the most reliable
831 information about evolution. This is a quite classical view, close to what Shaffner
832 (1998) called the ‘‘instrumental primacy’’ of genes.
833 Now, is this view empirically correct?
834 In other words, why and when should we think that the patterns of variances are
835 rather of type 1 than of type 2? A very simple argument is as follows: most
836 theoretical population genetics since Fisher have been done by focusing on genes as
837 inheritance systems. They have been quite successful, even if there are now more
838 and more cases which force researchers to consider the entanglement of genetic
839 systems with other inheritance systems (Jablonka and Raz 2009, Jablonka and Lamb
840 2005). Let’s consider another argument for the following claim: even if in principle
841 you have equally causally important entangled channels of inheritance, focusing on
842 genetic inheritance to study evolution is still epistemically legitimate. This
843 argument is based on the Helanterä and Uller (2010) model of extended inheritance
844 in terms of the Price equation, which decomposes evolutionary change in a selection
845 term (covariance between trait value and fitness) and a transmission bias term.
846 This model acknowledges that each inheritance system affects the transmission
847 bias in some way, and therefore can be represented in the equation. Then, one of the
848 paper’s interesting conclusions is that the direction and strength of selection is not
849 affected by the non-genetic inheritance systems, as compared to evolution by natural
850 selection based on merely genetic inheritance. However what may change if you add
851 other systems of inheritance is the rate of evolutionary change (one of the reasons for
852 this is that this rate is determined by the ‘‘response to selection’’, a term measured by
853 heritability, and some non-genetic inheritance systems, like imitation, social or
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Fig. 3 Two cases of partitioning transmission variance
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854 cultural inheritance, decrease heritability by reducing parent-offspring correlation).
855 Therefore it is not unjustified to consider that focusing on additive genetic variance,
856 and then modeling inheritance in the traditional unextended way, is a good proxy for
857 representing evolutionary change, when mostly the direction of evolution counts.
858 But then, Helanterä and Uller introduce a qualification for their model that
859 becomes very interesting for our purposes. This striking fact that the extension of
860 inheritance and the intertwining of channels do not impinge on selection actually
861 rests on an assumption, namely: (S) ‘‘Under the reasonable assumption that
862 inheritance mechanisms do not affect selection (i.e., the covariation of trait value
863 and fitness in the current generation) on the time scale of a single generation’’
864 (2011, 6). In effect, if some non-genetic inheritance mechanisms quickly change the
865 pattern of selection, namely the causal effect of traits on reproductive chances, then
866 modeling selection should take into account this inheritance term within the
867 selection term in the Price equation. In this case the models would be qualitatively
868 very different from usual population genetics models, which are at the core of MS.
869 This provides us with a way to specify the ‘‘in principle/in practice’’ objection to
870 DST: in some possible worlds not satisfying (S), the causal parity thesis leads to
871 redefine evolution, by extending inheritance and de-focusing on genes. However, in
872 worlds, such as ours, where the timescale decoupling condition (S) cited above is
873 often satisfied, there is often no need to reconceptualise evolution by substituting the
874 whole developmental system to genotypes and phenotypes. Therefore deciding the
875 IPIP defense rests on an empirical question: the extent to which the decoupling
876 condition (S), i.e. an empirical issue about timescales, is empirically fulfilled in the
877 case under consideration.11

878 One of the aspects of the specificity of genes, involved in the information defense
879 and justifying its causal primacy in evolution, is their long-lasting character: even if
880 some epigenetic channels produce inheritance, they do not last long as compared to
881 genes (see Merlin 2010 for this defense).12 But if inheritance systems have a very
882 fast effect of redistributing fitness values in a single generation, then it is not correct
883 to say that their evolutionary weight fades away in a few generations contrary to the
884 genes’ effects, because the lapse of time of a single generation counts for this
885 inheritance system as several generations of the genetic inheritance. The timescale
886 decoupling assumption (S) is therefore the condition required to consider the
887 difference in generation time between genetic and non-genetic inheritance.

888 Consequences: Assessing the IPIP Defense in General

889 In a very general manner the IPIP defense could be formulated in this way:

11FL01 11 I thank warmly Arnaud Pocheville (2010) and forthcoming paper made me aware of this role of
11FL02 timescale in such issues.

12FL01 12 ‘‘Developmental factors transmitted over many generations are more important as evolutionary causes
12FL02 and as explanatory factors of evolution in comparison with factors transmitted over only one generation:
12FL03 the potential evolutionary effects of the former are more significant over time than the potential
12FL04 evolutionary scope of the latter’’ (Merlin 2010). And ‘‘This possibility to lose epigenetic marks and revert
12FL05 to the ancestral phenotype when environmental conditions change constitutes a major difference between
12FL06 genetic and epigenetic inheritance that has major implications’’ (Danchin et al. 2011, 476).
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890 There is a web of causes (Xi…Xn) (resources for development, inheritance
891 channels, cognitive auxiliaries) that are intertwined, and that could in principle
892 all be relevant for the process P of some system C (cognition/evolution);
893 But in fact many can be neglected in practice because, even with non-
894 linearities, the process is well represented by one type of causes Xk, whether
895 because token interactions of type Xk are on the average stronger, or because
896 the pattern of variance in a partition of variance gives a higher role to Xk, etc.
897 – provided that one makes an assumption (S) (possibly assumption of
898 timescale decoupling) which is quite plausible given the empirical data;
899 Therefore, the in-principle-causal-parity does not prevent weighted separa-
900 bility in practice of causes in the models: The reality might be holistic, but the
901 tractable models cannot (for computability reasons), and must make assump-
902 tions to overcome intractability.

903 This IPIP defense against the coupling-constitution fallacy, or against the trend to
904 build an ‘‘extended’’ theory from the statement of a causal parity, can be made in
905 each theoretical domain where complex interactions exist and orthodox theory
906 seems oversimplifying to philosophers keen on unraveling sophisticated causal
907 chains. In the end it is an empirical defense: the question is whether some
908 assumption (S) (which is a decoupling assumption) is satisfied. Interestingly, it
909 allows one to settle the controversy on the firm grounds of data; unfortunately, it is
910 always possible that only some large region of a theoretical field supports the IPIP
911 defense (if assumption (S) is not globally satisfied).
912 This last case seemingly applies to DST: in general MS has often been sufficiently
913 accurate (assumption (S) is often satisfied), so it can be taken as the default kind of
914 modeling; but some systems seem to require another style of understanding, in the
915 terms of niche-construction theory or even DST. And it is hard to predict what the
916 number of new empirical cases will bring to light—worst of all, because there is a
917 possibility that the empirical cases known up to now do support (S) for the sole
918 reason that we only know how to do science in this manner, so we tend to favor cases
919 which fulfill our basic assumptions and be oblivious regarding others (psychologists
920 knows well this phenomenon they call the ‘‘confirmation bias’’)…

921 Conclusion of ‘‘The Critiques: Coupling-Constitution Fallacy in DST
922 and Mind’’

923 So what are the results of the parallel objections to DST and EMT? About DST we
924 are left with an objection which is rather conceptual (the gene-informationism) but
925 inconclusive, and another objection, which is empirical (the IPIP defense) but more
926 conclusive. As to EMT, it faces two symmetric brands of objection: the intrinsic
927 content objection and the IPIP objection. Considering the account by AA and the
928 controversy, the intrinsic content objection seems much more conclusive here than
929 its parallel (the informationist objection) with DST. Arguing that brain states have
930 intrinsic content seems a lighter task than arguing than genes are intrinsically
931 informational about traits. Therefore the IPIP objection is much more important in
932 the case of DST than in the case of EMT. So on the one hand, EMT requires a
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933 drastic revision of what concepts, thoughts, and meaning are, just in order to
934 overcome the intrinsic content objection (the conceptual one); then it would have to
935 face the IPIP objection. At this point, it is harder to clearly see what would be for
936 EMT the equivalent of the abovementioned assumption (S) (concerning timescales
937 in evolutionary biology) that allows one to empirically settle the question about
938 DST. Gathering and organizing the empirical data in a way likely to settle the case
939 of the IPIP defense against EMT theory seems a very demanding task for which we
940 now have no resources.

941 Conclusion

942 Let’s call ‘‘constitutional claim’’ a decision about which entities constitute the
943 ontological field of entities studied by a science. The present paper was less an
944 argument supporting a position, than the examination of the ‘call for extended
945 theories’, which takes parallel forms in biology and cognitive science. Symmetric
946 arguments are used in both domains to support the claims for extensions; these
947 arguments mostly involve the establishment of complex causal parities or couplings.
948 We have here asked in general what constitutional claims can be inferred from these
949 facts of complex entangled causal relationships. Both extended theories face the
950 objection that they have inferred too much from the couplings they detected. There
951 are two forms these objections take. One is conceptual, related to the ascription of
952 (teleo)semantic status to the causal terms in the couplings (‘‘content’’/‘‘informa-
953 tion’’), and the other is more empirical (IPIP objection), which insists on the fact
954 that some assumptions made by the traditional models describe adequately what
955 singularizes our actual world among all the possible worlds displaying in-principle
956 causal parities. Those are decoupling assumptions; they allow models to focus on
957 one privileged causal type, allowing for some legitimate gene-centrism or brain-
958 centrism (Xk-centrism, if we consider a general theory in the terminology used
959 above). Even if both extended theories seem to face difficulties, the prospects of
960 DST seem better in the sense that the conceptual objection on the basis of semantic
961 concept is not so convincing as in the case of EMT. Therefore the empirical defense
962 is the most serious objection it should face: new empirical findings may reverse the
963 current plausibility of the IPIP defense and bring new elements to debunk it.13
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